The 1891 Blog Disclaimer
The CWBA provides this platform, The 1891 Blog, for our members to share their
experience, knowledge, and community across fields in the legal profession. We aim to
do this responsibly.
Disclaimer regarding authors
The views expressed in our blog posts and the #IRL Forum are solely those of the
original authors and do not necessarily represent those of the CWBA as an entity. While
we have expert editors that review each post before it goes up, it should in no way serve
as professional legal advice or be the catalyst by which a variable or situation is
considered actionable. We also make no promise, express or implied, of completeness or
total accuracy of information contained or referenced on this site. The affiliations of
individual authors with outside organizations also do not necessarily reflect the interests
of the CWBA.
Disclaimer regarding content
The CWBA accepts no responsibility for recommendations made in The 1891 blog by
individual authors. We are not liable in any manner whatsoever for any direct, indirect,
or consequential happenings that come of information or opinions expressed in the blog
or forum. Furthermore, any links to outside sources or organizations shared in blog
posts or on the forum have no legitimate affiliation with the CWBA unless explicitly
stated, and therefore claim no legal or social association with our organization. We hold
no opinions or beliefs about any outside products, businesses, or services mentioned by
individual authors unless officially endorsed by the CWBA.
Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976 states that allowance is made for fair use of
copywritten materials for the purposes of criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching,
scholarship, education, and research. All authors referencing such materials do so solely
for the aforementioned purposes.

We exist to serve our members and empower women in the legal community at large, so
if you have any questions or comments about opinions or information shared in our
blog, please contact us publications@cwba.org.

